2/3 AND 7 THE FIRST NUMBERS

THIS IS NOT THE BEGINNING OF MATHEMATICS BECAUSE

THE QUANTUMS OF 2/3 & 7 EXIST IN AN INFINITE ENVIRONMENT

TWO / THREE, BECAUSE ANUS, QUARKS, PHOTONS, ELECTRONS, EVEN ATOMS ALL RUN IN PAIRS AND ARE STILL IN 2-D (THEIR ENVIRONMENT IS ONE AETHERIC REALM, WHICH IS 2-D) - SUCH PARTICLES CAN'T BE MEASURED AS MATTER - AT THIS LEVEL WE HAVE THE COLLAPSE OF THE WAVE FUNCTION.

THE ROOT OF THE DNA PORTION OF THE ANU IS THE DOUBLE HELIX = TWO. THUS, AT THE SMALLEST LEVELS OF CREATION WE HAVE ONLY PAIRS OF THINGS.


SEVEN COMES FROM THE HONEYCOMB AETHERS - JUST LOOK AT A DUSTY PLASMA - OR A SUN FLOWER - PICK ANY SINGLE CELL AND AROUND IT ARE SIX ANUS = SEVEN.

SEVEN IS THE NUMBER OF THE ARRAY IN EACH 2-D HONEYCOMB SLICE OF AN AETHER THAT CONNECTS UP WITH THE ARRAY OF SEVEN CELLS IN THE ADJACENT AETHER, THENCE ANOTHER ADJACENT AETHER ETC. UNTIL THE SEVENTH ARRAY JOINS ON, THEN THAT WHOLE LINE HAS TO CIRCLE UP (DUE TO THE RULE) AND FORM A TORROID, WHICH IS EXACTLY WHAT HAPPENS WITH GEO MERKL'S CHONDRIANA (WHEN SEVEN OF THEM CONNECT TOGETHER, THEY CIRCLE UP AND FORM A NUCLEOTIDE / ABORIGINAL LIFE FORM). THIS IS IN ONE OF MERKL’S VIDEOS I.E. IT SHOWS THE SEVENTH CHONDRIANA CONNECTING TO THE LINE, WHICH THEN FORMS A TORROID, NATURALLY AND IMMEDIATELY, WHICH IS PROBABLY EXACTLY HOW THE TORROIDS FORM IN THE AETHERS – SIX IN A LINE, THEN THEY CIRCLE UP INSTANTLY WHEN THE SEVENTH ATTACHES.
THIS IS A FOUNDATIONAL AWAKENING. PLEASE.

DUSTY PLASMA HERE
THE SUN FLOWER - ALL THREE OF THESE THINGS ARE VERY NATURAL, OF COURSE. THAT’S WHO WE LEARN FROM - MOTHER NATURE.

THE AMOUNT OF TIMES THAT THE NUMBER SEVEN COMES UP IN NATURE, THE BIBLE AND HUMAN WORKS IS SIMPLY MIND BOGGLING - PLEASE LOOK AT THESE TWO WEB SITES.

http://www.numberscience.plus.com/rev137.html

http://www.betemunah.org/seven.html

WHAT STUCK IN MY MIND IS SEVEN WAVES IN A SET - SURFERS KNOW THIS – IT LIKE EVERY SET OF WAVES IS COMPOSED OF SEVEN – WE NOW KNOW THE REASON WHY.

TORROID FORMATION IS THE MECHANISM OF CREATION VIA WHICH THE ANUs FORM AN IMAGE HELD BY THE GAP / BARDO / HOLY SPIRIT. THENCE BECAUSE THE FOUNDATIONAL NUMBER OF A TORROID IS
SEVEN – THEN WE SEE SEVEN MANIFESTING IN THIS CORPOREAL REALITY ENDLESSLY. VERY STRAIGHT FORWARD.

THIS IS SIMILAR TO THE 2-D NATURE OF DNA, WHICH IS USED TO MAKE FLAT NANO PLATELETS, WHICH OCCUR SPONTANEOUSLY IN THE PRESENCE OF DNA. DITTO WITH SEVEN, BECAUSE IT IS THE FOUNDATIONAL NUMBER OF THE TORROIDS, THENCE ITS RHYTHM IS SPONTANEOUSLY REPEATED THROUGHOUT NATURE.

THIS HAS TO HAVE AN APPLICATION IN MAKING MUSIC THAT CONNECTS WITH US AT A SOUL LEVEL. OBVIOUSLY THERE ARE SEVEN ROOT TONES TO MUSIC – BUT, THAT MUST ALSO APPLY TO A FREQUENCY OF MUSIC THAT WOULD ACTIVATE THE TORROIDS AT THE CORE OF OUR BODY. DITTO: PLANTS, WATER, FOOD, ANIMALS, EVERYTHING. IT IS A CARRIER WAVE FUNCTION THAT SHOULD PENETRATE EVERYTHING.


TWO/THREE IS IN THE FIBONACCI SEQUENCE – SEVEN IS NOT, WHICH IS WHY THE ROOT CAUSE OF SEVEN REPLICATING ITSELF THROUGHOUT NATURE HAS BEEN SO ELUSIVE. OBVIOUSLY ONE HAS TO TOGGLE THAT THE AETHERS AS THE ORIGINAL ENERGY CONSTRUCT OF THIS UNIVERSE, THEN PROGRESS LOGICALLY FROM THERE, WHICH WE HAVE DONE.


SEE BELOW FOR FURTHER DETAILS – THIS ARRAY OF SEVEN CAUSES A PROBLEM = WHERE’S THE GAP AND THE LEAP?
Interesting Facts

- There are seven wonders of the ancient world.
- There are seven continents in the world.
- There are seven colors of the rainbow. Their names are famously abbreviated as 'vibgyor'.
- There are seven days in a week.
- One of the most interesting facts about the number seven is its correlation with the cognitive abilities of a human being. The limits of human cognitive capacity lie within the range of 7 plus or a minus 2.
- There are seven basic musical notes, namely, 'do', 're', 'me', 'fa', 'so', 'la' and 'te'. In Indian music they are 'sa', 're', 'ga', 'ma', 'pa', 'dha' and 'ni'.
- Felix Vasquez, an employee of the New York City Housing Authority was born on July 7, 1977. He was the winner of the New York's Bronze Medallion for his brave act of saving a three-week old child. He became famous in New York for this courageous feat and appeared in many television interviews.

Seven in Science and Technology

- A ladybug commonly has seven spots!
- Most of the mammals' necks have seven bones.
- The number of rows in the periodic table is seven.
- The neutral pH value that lies between acidity and alkalinity is seven.
- The code for international direct dial phone calls to Russia and Kazakhstan is seven. Seven is also the number of digits in an American or a Canadian telephone number.
- Digital devices use a seven-segment display.
- The OSI model has seven layers.
- There are seven logic gates namely, NOT, NOR, XNOR, XOR, AND, NAND and OR.

Seven in Religion

- The Indian astronomy regards a constellation of seven stars as a group of its seven prominent saints. It denotes this constellation by the name, 'saptarishi mandalam'.
- Seven is also the number of stars in the constellation, Big Dipper.
- The number of celestial bodies visible to the naked eye is seven. The stellar objects visible to naked eyes are the Sun, the Moon and the five planets namely, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Earth is a stellar body but since we are on it, it is 'invisible' in the 'sky'.
- The roman number seven, VII signifies the seventh discovered satellite of a planet.
- In Christianity, the number seven has been made significant by the Seven Joys of Virgin Mary, the Seven Sorrows of Virgin Mary, the Seven Corporal and the Seven Spiritual Acts of Mercy of Roman Catholic. The number seven appears in the Seven last words of Jesus on the cross, the Seven Virtues and the Seven deadly sins.
- In the Islamic tradition, there are seven heavens and seven Earths. The numbers of fires in hell and the number of doors to both the heaven and the hell is also seven.

WHERE'S THE GAP?

FOR THOSE OF YOU THAT FOLLOW THE PROGRESS OF THIS LOGIC CLOSELY, YOU'LL BE WONDERING WHAT HAPPENED TO THE GAP IN THE ARRAY OF SEVEN – IT APPEARS TO BE JUST A SOLID MASS OF
ANUs. HOWEVER, THE ANSWER COMES FROM NATURE, AS DOES ALL OF THIS LOGIC. AND AGAIN IT IS SIMPLE – DURING GESTATION OF ALL CRITTERS, THE FIRST THING THAT FORMS IN THE WOMB IS THE HEART, WHICH, OF COURSE, IS VERY SIMILAR TO THE WOMB IN SHAPE I.E. HOLLOW.

THUS, THE CELL AT THE CENTER OF THE ARRAY OF SEVEN HAS TO BE HOLLOW / THE GAP – THE CONNECTION TO ALL-THAT-IS. ACTUALLY THAT HOLLOW CELL IS ALL-THAT-IS / THE HOLY SPIRIT / BRAHMA, IN WHICH IS GOD’S DREAM = THE CORE OR CREATION.

TREAT EVERYTHING AS GOD, BECAUSE IT IS. NOT KIDDING.


FROM THE KABBALAH:

**Tiphereth**

The Sephirah, Tiphereth (=Beauty) is the center of the Tree of Life. It corresponds to heart of the human body. Being in the center of the Tree of Life nothing happens without its mediation. It coordinates and gives harmony and equilibrium to the inflowing forces. It reconciles and gives compassion.

Tiphereth is also associated with sacrifice, since as we climb up the Tree of Life we have to sacrifice the ego at this place, before we can go any higher.

Tiphereth is also about sincerity and the meaning of individuality.

**THE LEAP IN THE SIZE OF THE AETHERS:**

AS THE UNIVERSE MOVES FROM SOVERIEGN GROUPS OF TWO ANUs (AND THEIR ATTENDANT GAP = THREE), TO SOVEREIGN UNITS OF SEVEN, THIS IS WHERE THE LEAP IN THE SIZE OF THE AETHERS OCCURS THAT WE’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR.

IN 2-D THIS IS ONE UNIT, (INCLUDING THE GAP BETWEEN THEM, WHICH IS NOT SHOWN). THIS UNIT IS HELD TOGETHER BY ANOTHER ANU THAT IS JUST THE RIGHT SIZE FOR THESE TWO TO FIT INSIDE OF. THAT TOP ANU (HIGGS BOSON) HAS TO HAVE AN AETHERIC FIELD THAT IS ITS ENVIRONMENT, WHICH IS A 2-D HONEYCOMB.
THE SAME THING OCCURS FOR THE SOVEREIGN UNTILS OF SEVEN


THUS, THERE HAS TO BE A LEAP IN THE SIZE OF THE AETERS. OK?

THE SAME EXTENDS TO THE TORROID – IT MUST HAVE ITS OWN ANU, WHICH MERGES WITH THE OTHER ANUs AS THE TORROIDS GET TOGETHER.

THUS, YOUR BODY IS THE MERGER OF A VERY LARGE NUMBER OF ANUs THAT INCLUDE ALL OF YOUR IDEAS, EXPERIENCES, OPINIONS AND BELIEFS, EACH OF WHICH IS MADE MANIFEST BY AN ANU THAT HOLDS ALL OF THE INFO THAT BUILDS THAT THING – ALL THINGS ARE BUILT BY IDEAS/ANUs – THEN DISSOLVED AND REBUILT THE NEXT MICROSECOND AS WE FLY THRU THE AETERS. THIS IS THE MIND BOGGLING ASPECT OF CREATION – THE BLINK IN AND OUT – THENCE DIVINE CREATION FROM THE IMAGE IN THE GAP (GOD’S MIND) – IT IS CONSTANT AND INSTANTANEOUS.

GRAVITY, FREQUENCY, TIME & INERTIA BEGIN

TORROID FORMATION (AND THE ATTENDANT LEAP) IS WHERE WE HAVE THE BEGINNING OF THESE ELEMENTAL ENERGIES – MANIFEST IN THIS ORDER:

1. GRAVITY (OCCURS FIRST WHEN THE ANUs START SHARING INFO),
2. FREQUENCY (PRODUCED BY THE TORROID),
3. LINEAL TIME (AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY – WE HAVE NO MATH AS YET) AND
4. INERTIA (DEMONSTRATED BY WAVES CARRYING ON WITHIN THE AETERS).

THE TORROID:

WITH REGARD TO MY SPELLING OF TORROID – IT IS CORRECT – THE DICTIONARY’S “TOROID” IS NOT. I SPELL IT AS SPELL AS IT SOUNDS – WORDS ARE MEANT TO FORM PICTURES ON ONE’S HEAD. THERE ARE TWO APECTS TO THE TORROID I.E. TOR, WHICH IS THE TORUS AND ROID, WHICH IS THE HOLE / GAP IN THE MIDDLE.

AND, IT IS HIGHLY LIKELY THAT THE RATE OF TORROID FORMATION IS THE ROOT OF THE SPEED OF LIGHT – ALMOST A GUARANTEE THAT ONE. BLESSINGS,